creed, I do not regret the eanti' nor the 'creed' because the 'anti' is needed
badly and An Autobiography has been with me an act of faith in what lies
deeper. Every word I have written is fact, at least. But facts no more make
Truth than boards, bricks and mortar make Architecture. Only Imagina-
tion using facts honestly as mere structural material can so imbue fact
with Spirit as to make another life, the life of Man, take fresh inspiring
Form. The work of art.
This fifth book is the continued search for FORM.
THE CHARACTER OF FORM
Meantime among so many disheartening discoveries stands the all-
heartening important truth (something at least to 'tie to') that true fokm
is always organic in character. It is really nature-pattern. In nature-
abstraction, therefore, lies the difficulty as well as the simple centreline of
the honest ego's search for integral form, And since all Form is a matter
of structure, it must be a matter of government as well as a matter of
architecture5 a matter of the framework of a society;—the constitution
of a civilization.
Proved by my own experience, I too can say that * every problem carries
within itself its own solution', a solution to be reached only by the intense
inner concentration of a sincere devotion to Truth* I can say this out of a
lively personal adventure in realizations that gives true scheme, line and
colour to all life and, so far as Architecture goes, life to what otherwise
would remain mere unrelated fact. Dust, even if Stardust*
Any good architect is by nature a physicist as a matter of fact, but as a
matter of reality, as things are, he must be a philosopher and a physician.
So the new spiritual physiognomy of old world-wide philosophy is still at
work on the pages of this belated haunted fifth book of An Autobiography,
Here you will find the outlines of a true social pattern hidden by the
realisms which may enrich but which can also obscure Reality,
What we are seeking together must be found between the lines,
An Oklahoma editor claiming to be a cousin of mine (great printer but
no editor) once blazed at me in disgust and anger, 'Hell, Frank, if you
don't like the system on which this country's run, why don't you get out
of it? Go somewhere else! Goddammit,'
'Not to please you, Richard, nor any of my relatives/ I said. 'If I see
something wrong with my country I am going to stay right here doing
my damndest to set upside-down right-side up/
Now, as a matter of course, to get my own conscience or yours on
straight^ or for you to get yours or mine on straight, we may trouble each
other's cousins and annoy a good many good people* Such as they are, and
we^are. But if to you and to me Democracy really means anything at all
it mm$ mean just that kind of trouble with our cousins and our sisters.
Our undtes aaad our aunts. Not to mention our parents and especially our
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